Show e-monitoring wireframes (iterative process during the development phase) 8) First impressions? 9) Have we missed out something obvious? 10) Does it look like it has covered most of the important things? 11) Does it look easy to use/navigate? 12) Do people know PHQ-A?
 How can we make interpretation of the results easier? e.g. shading, legend use, color coding, mouse over? 13) If it looked like this, would people be happy to use it? 14) How often can you imagine yourself checking this dashboard? 15) Is there any information you would like to add? 16) Is there anything we need to take out (e.g. too much information, too confusing)? 17) Other comments? E-monitoring focus groups -Questions for adolescents 1) Explain SPARX, SPARX online and the e-monitoring tool. 2) Ask how many have heard of SPARX, or other online cCBT tools or interactive websites for young people with depression (or for health related information).  Have you ever been given information by your doctor/counselor about things that are useful online?  Would you be prepared to go online to do a program like SPARX if you were down/stressed/feeling like you needed some support? 3) If your doctor/counselor suggested that you could try SPARX online -would you like to do it on your own (self-help, unsupervised) Show e-monitoring wireframes 7) Explain process of having SPARX prescribed, with a unique ID and then display wireframes. 8) First impressions? 9) Have we missed out something obvious? 10) Does it look like it's covered most of the important things? 11) Logging in with Facebook? Good idea or not? 12) Does it look easy to use/navigate? 13) Do people know PHQ-A? (explain that the results are for the clinician to see and that their graph looks different within SPARX -more youth friendly and less 'clinical').  How can we make interpretation of the results easier? e.g. shading, legend use, color coding, mouse over? 14) If it looked like this, would you be happy for clinicians to see this information? 15) Is there any information you would like to add? 16) Is there anything we need to take out (too much information, too confusing?) 17) Other comments? 18) Unique ID -would people keep it private? What's the risk of others getting hold of it and using it to log into SPARX?
